Sample Test Questions

29 CFR 1910.178

Combined Test for Fork Lift and Jack

- There are 20 questions – Several you will answer True (T) (Si) or False (F) (No)
- Several you will need to give (write) an answer
- After you have finished the test, we will correct them
- Please sign your name at the bottom of the test and hand them to me

Questions:
1. Name two things you are required to check in your pre-inspection: _________ and _________.
   (Possible answers: forks, lights, brakes, underneath, chain, steering, lift controls, lift chain, all gauges, seat belt, etc.)

2. If your fork lift begins to tip over, you should hold grimly to the steering wheel, brace your feet and lean away from the point of impact. True or False?

3. When are you going up or down an incline with your riding (seated) fork lift, you always have the load up grade (hill)? True or False?

4. Since you are riding on rubber wheels, it is OK for you to drive over electric cords, water hoses, pieces of wood, etc.? True or False

5. If during your pre-inspection or during the work day, your industrial powered truck needs repair. What should you do? (Possible answers: Tell a supervisor or manager.)

6. When you are finished work or at break time, you may park your equipment anywhere?

7. It is the operator’s responsibility to always use the horn and slow down at intersection and blind spots. True or False?

8. When you are operating your industrial powered truck (fork lift or jack) – fellow employees always have the right of way. True or False?

9. You as the operator may allow someone to ride on the forks. True or False?

10. Preventing accidents resulting in deaths or injuries is the main reason for the training. True or False?

11. If your fork lift does not have a seatbelt, it is OK for you to use it. True or False?

12. Fork lifts are designed to handle loads of any size and weight. True or False?
13. It is OK when you are working to be talking to friends, driving forward when you cannot see and allowing fellow employees to ride with you. True or False?

14. Before loading or unloading, you should make sure that ______________. (Name at least one thing you should check.) (Possible answers: brakes, wheel chock, enough light, lift grate, floor of truck, etc.)

15. If you are busy, you can allow another employee who does not have this training to use your fork lift. True or False?

16. You need common sense when operating your industrial powered truck. True or False?

17. Speeding (going fast) is OK if you are driving safely. True or False?

18. What Government Agency requires this training? Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

19. When you start to operate a new piece or have a question on the equipment you are using, you should always read the equipment manual before you use it. True or False?

20. For safe operation of your fork lift, when traveling empty or with a load, you should travel with your forks 3-6 inches off the floor. True or False?
Sample Test Questions

CFR 1910.178

Walk Behind or Stand On Jack Test

Questions

1. Name two things you are required to check in your pre-inspection “___________ and __________.” Check – forks – lights – brakes – underneath – chain – steering – lift controls – lift chain – all gauges – seat belt - etc

2. If your walk behind or you are standing, riding a Jack and it begins to tip over you should – “Just let go and step back or just step off your Jack and move away” – True or False

3. When you are going up or down an incline with your loaded walk behind or stand on (electric hand jack) – your load is always down grade (hill) – True or False

4. Your hand or electric jack is made to travel over holes and bumps – True or False

5. If during your pre-inspection or during the work day, your hand or electric jack (Industrial Powered Truck) needs repairs – “What do you do?” ____________ Tell supervisor – manager – maintenance (one of them)

6. When your are finished work or at break time – “You may park your equipment anywhere” True or False

7. You should never drive over and electric cord while operating your jack – True or False

8. When you are operating your hand or electric jack (Industrial Powered Truck) – Fellow employees always have the right of way – True or False

9. You as the operator – may allow someone to ride on the forks – True or False

10. Preventing accidents resulting in deaths or injuries is the main reason for this training – True or False

11. Your successful completion of this training is good for life – unless “you have an accident – you change type of equipment – your supervisor says you need additional training – and every three years you are evaluated – True or false

12. When moving packed “mushrooms” you should balance and secure your load – True or False

13. It is OK when you are working to be talking to friends, going forward even if you cannot see and allow fellow employee to ride on your forks. – True or False
14. Before loading or unloading a truck – You only need to ask the truck driver if he has his brakes on and if he put the wheel chock under the wheel before you load or unload the truck? – True or False (You Must check Brakes – wheel chock – lights – lift gate – floor of truck, etc.)

15. If you are busy – you can allow another employee who does not have this training to use your Jack. – True or False

16. You need “Common Sense” when operating your Industrial Powered Truck – True or False

17. Speeding (going fast) is OK if you are driving safely – True or False

18. What Government Agency requires this Training? OSHA

19. When you start to operate a new piece of equipment or have question about the jack you are using – you should read the equipment manual. – True or False

20. When not operating your jack, you should always lower the forks and turn off the jack – True or False